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A Short History Of Reconstruction
In A Short History of the United States, National
Book Award winner Robert V. Remini offers a muchneeded, concise history of our country. This
accessible and lively volume contains the essential
facts about the discovery, settlement, growth, and
development of the American nation and its
institutions, including the arrival and migration of
Native Americans, the founding of a republic under
the Constitution, the emergence of the United States
as a world power, the outbreak of terrorism here and
abroad, the Obama presidency, and everything in
between.
A modern-day civil rights champion tells the stirring
story of how he helped start a movement to bridge
America’s racial divide. Over the summer of 2013,
the Reverend Dr. William J. Barber II led more than
a hundred thousand people at rallies across North
Carolina to protest restrictions to voting access and
an extreme makeover of state government. These
protests—the largest state government–focused civil
disobedience campaign in American history—came to
be known as Moral Mondays and have since
blossomed in states as diverse as Florida,
Tennessee, Wisconsin, Ohio, and New York. At a
time when divide-and-conquer politics are
exacerbating racial strife and economic inequality,
Rev. Barber offers an impassioned, historically
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grounded argument that Moral Mondays are hard
evidence of an embryonic Third Reconstruction in
America. The first Reconstruction briefly flourished
after Emancipation, and the second Reconstruction
ushered in meaningful progress in the civil rights era.
But both were met by ferocious reactionary
measures that severely curtailed, and in many cases
rolled back, racial and economic progress. This Third
Reconstruction is a profoundly moral awakening of
justice-loving people united in a fusion coalition
powerful enough to reclaim the possibility of
democracy—even in the face of corporate-financed
extremism. In this memoir of how Rev. Barber and
allies as diverse as progressive Christians, union
members, and immigration-rights activists came
together to build a coalition, he offers a trenchant
analysis of race-based inequality and a hopeful
message for a nation grappling with persistent racial
and economic injustice. Rev. Barber writes
movingly—and pragmatically—about how he laid the
groundwork for a state-by-state movement that
unites black, white, and brown, rich and poor,
employed and unemployed, gay and straight,
documented and undocumented, religious and
secular. Only such a diverse fusion movement, Rev.
Barber argues, can heal our nation’s wounds and
produce public policy that is morally defensible,
constitutionally consistent, and economically sane.
The Third Reconstruction is both a blueprint for
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movement building and an inspiring call to action
from the twenty-first century’s most effective
grassroots organizer.
A general survey of Tennessee history from the
earliest settlements to the present.
This concise overview of the history and
historiography of the American South puts the major
problems and issues of that region into clear,
accessible prose. Examines the major problems and
issues of the Old South in clear, accessible prose.
Covers the development of European outposts in the
16th Century, the Southern colonies, the
Revolutionary War, and the Civil War and its
aftermath. Explores the underlying topics and
themes of the Southern way of life.
In 1891, when coal companies in eastern Tennessee
brought in cheap convict labor to take over their jobs,
workers responded by storming the stockades,
freeing the prisoners, and loading them onto freight
trains. Over the next year, tactics escalated to
include burning company property and looting
company stores. This was one of the largest
insurrections in US working-class history. It
happened at the same time as the widely publicized
northern labor war in Homestead, Pennsylvania. And
it was largely ignored, then and now. Dixie Be
Damned engages seven similarly "hidden"
insurrectionary episodes in Southern history to
demonstrate the region's long arc of revolt.
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Countering images of the South as pacified and
conservative, this adventurous retelling presents
history in the rough. Not the image of the South
many expect, this is the South of maroon rebellion,
wildcat strikes, and Robert F. Williams's book
Negroes with Guns, a South where the
dispossessed refuse to quietly suffer their fate. This
is people's history at its best: slave revolts,
multiracial banditry, labor battles, prison uprisings,
urban riots, and more.
Reconstruction: A Concise History' is a gracefullywritten interpretation of Reconstruction as a spirited
struggle to re-integrate the defeated Southern
Confederacy into the American Union after the Civil
War, to bring African Americans into the political
mainstream of American life, and to recreate the
Southern economy after a Northern, free-labor
model.
A highly respected, balanced, and thoroughly
modern approach to US History, LIBERTY,
EQUALITY, POWER, uses these three themes to
show how the United States was transformed from
hunter-gatherer and agricultural Native American
societies into the most powerful industrial nation on
earth. This approach helps students understand the
impact of the notions of liberty and equality, which
are often associated with the American story, and
also how dominant and subordinate groups have
affected and been affected by the ever-shifting
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balance of power. The text integrates the best of
recent social and cultural scholarship -- including fun
material on music and movies -- into a political story,
offering students the most comprehensive and
complete understanding of American history
available. Available in the following split options:
LIBERTY, EQUALITY, POWER, Sixth Edition
(Chapters 1-32), ISBN: 978-0-495-90499-1; Volume
1: To 1877 (Chapters 1-17), ISBN:
978-0-495-91587-4; Volume 2: Since 1863
(Chapters 17-32), ISBN: 978-0-495-91588-1.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Presents the author's definition of racism, arguing
that it is a cultural phenomenon specific to Western
regions and tracing its history while evaluating its
potential to end
With a New Introduction From the "preeminent historian
of Reconstruction" (New York Times Book Review), a
newly updated edition of the prizewinning classic work
on the post-Civil War period that shaped modern
America Eric Foner's "masterful treatment of one of the
most complex periods of American history" (New
Republic) redefined how the post–Civil War period was
viewed. Reconstruction chronicles the way in which
Americans—black and white—responded to the
unprecedented changes unleashed by the war and the
end of slavery. It addresses the quest of emancipated
slaves searching for economic autonomy and equal
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citizenship, and describes the remodeling of Southern
society, the evolution of racial attitudes and patterns of
race relations, and the emergence of a national state
possessing vastly expanded authority and committed, for
a time, to the principle of equal rights for all Americans.
This "smart book of enormous strengths" (Boston Globe)
remains the standard work on the wrenching post–Civil
War period—an era whose legacy still reverberates in the
United States today.
An abridged version of the multiple award-winning
Reconstruction: America's unfinished revolution (1988).
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
A vivid history of the American Jewish merchants who
concentrated in the nation’s most important economic
sector In the nineteenth century, Jewish merchants
created a thriving niche economy in the United States’
most important industry—cotton—positioning themselves
at the forefront of expansion during the Reconstruction
Era. Jewish success in the cotton industry was
transformative for both Jewish communities and their
development, and for the broader economic restructuring
of the South. Cotton Capitalists analyzes this niche
economy and reveals its origins. Michael R. Cohen
argues that Jewish merchants’ status as a minority
fueled their success by fostering ethnic networks of trust.
Trust in the nineteenth century was the cornerstone of
economic transactions, and this trust was largely
fostered by ethnicity. Much as money flowed along
ethnic lines between Anglo-American banks, Jewish
merchants in the Gulf South used their own ethnic ties
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with other Jewish-owned firms in New York, as well as
Jewish investors across the globe, to capitalize their
businesses. They relied on these family connections to
direct Northern credit and goods to the war-torn South,
avoiding the constraints of the anti-Jewish prejudices
which had previously denied them access to credit,
allowing them to survive economic downturns. These
American Jewish merchants reveal that ethnicity matters
in the development of global capitalism. Ethnic minorities
are and have frequently been at the forefront of
entrepreneurship, finding innovative ways to expand
narrow sectors of the economy. While this was certainly
the case for Jews, it has also been true for other
immigrant groups more broadly. The story of Jews in the
American cotton trade is far more than the story of
American Jewish success and integration—it is the story
of the role of ethnicity in the development of global
capitalism.
From the "preeminent historian of Reconstruction" (New
York Times Book Review), a newly updated AND
abridged edition of the prizewinning classic on the
post–Civil War period that shaped modern America In
this updated edition of the abridged Reconstruction, Eric
Foner redefines how the post-Civil War period was
viewed. Reconstruction chronicles the way in which
Americans—black and white—responded to the
unprecedented changes unleashed by the war and the
end of slavery. It addresses the quest of emancipated
slaves searching for economic autonomy and equal
citizenship, and describes the remodeling of Southern
society, the evolution of racial attitudes and patterns of
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race relations, and the emergence of a national state
possessing vastly expanded authority and committed, for
a time, to the principle of equal rights for all Americans.
This "masterful treatment of one of the most complex
periods of American history" (New Republic) remains the
standard work on the wrenching post-Civil War
period—an era whose legacy still reverberates in the
United States today.
A comprehensive look at the Civil War and how it shaped
American history and culture, includes coverage of major
figures and the war's affect on politics, religion, gender,
race, diplomacy, and technology.
This book introduces America to the Black
Reconstruction politicians who fought valiantly for the
civil rights of all people—important individuals who have
been ignored by modern historians as well as their
contemporaries.
While the United States represents freedom to many,
much of its history tragically includes the enslavement of
a large portion of its population. When the fight for
emancipation came to an epic head, civil war ensued
and the country was divided as never before. Inflamed
passions on both sides of the slavery debate inspired
fervent rhetoric, much of which is reflected in the primary
source documents interspersed with the text in this
thought-provoking volume, which chronicles the events
of the American Civil War and the Reconstruction period
that followed.
From the late-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century
juvenile reformatories served as citizen-building
institutions and a political tool of state racism in postPage 8/18
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emancipation America. New South advocates cemented
their regional affiliation by using these reformatories to
showcase mercies which were racialized, gendered, and
linked to sexuality. Southern Mercy uses four historical
examples of juvenile reformatories in North Carolina to
explore how spectacles of mercy have influenced
Southern modernity. Working through archival material
pertaining to race and moral uplift, including rare photos
from the private archives of Samarcand Manor (the State
Home and Industrial Manor for Girls) and restricted
archival records of reformatory racial policies, Annette
Bickford examines the limits of emancipation, and the
exclusions inherent in liberal humanism that distinguish
racism in the contemporary "post-race" era.
A vigorous discussion of 19th-century fiction about the role of
racial ideology in the creation of an American identity.
A history of America between 1876 and 1901 focuses on the
influence of new scientific ideas, such as evolution, and the
growing conflicts between business and labor
In the Old Northwest from 1830 to 1870, a bold set of activists
battled slavery and racial prejudice. This book is about their
expansive efforts to eradicate southern slavery and its local
influence in the contentious milieu of four new states carved
out of the Northwest Territory: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and
Ohio. While the Northwest Ordinance outlawed slavery in the
region in 1787, in reality both it and racism continued to exert
strong influence in the Old Northwest, as seen in the racebased limitations of civil liberties there. Indeed, these states
comprised the central battleground over race and rights in
antebellum America, in a time when race's social meaning
was deeply infused into all aspects of Americans' lives, and
when people struggled to establish political consensus.
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Antislavery and anti-prejudice activists from a range of
institutional bases crossed racial lines as they battled to
expand African American rights in this region. Whether they
were antislavery lecturers, journalists, or African American
leaders of the Black Convention Movement, women or men,
they formed associations, wrote publicly to denounce their
local racial climate, and gave controversial lectures. In the
process, they discovered that they had to fight for their own
right to advocate for others. This bracing new history by Dana
Elizabeth Weiner is thus not only a history of activism, but
also a history of how Old Northwest reformers understood the
law and shaped new conceptions of justice and civil liberties.
The newest addition to the Mellon-sponsored Early American
Places Series, Race and Rights will be a much-welcomed
contribution to the study of race and social activism in
nineteenth-century America.
The era known as Reconstruction is one of the unhappiest
times in American history. It succeeded in reuniting the nation
politically after the Civil War but in little else. Among its chief
failures was the inability to chart a progressive course for race
relations after the abolition of slavery and rise of Jim Crow.
Reconstruction also struggled to successfully manage the
Southern resistance towards a Northern, free-labor pattern.
But the failures cannot obscure a number of notable
accomplishments, with decisive long-term consequences for
American life: the 14th and 15th Amendments to the
Constitution, the election of the first African American
representatives to the US Congress, and the avoidance of
any renewed outbreak of civil war. Reconstruction suffered
from poor leadership and uncertainty of direction, but it also
laid the groundwork for renewed struggles for racial equality
during the Civil Rights Movement. This Very Short
Introduction delves into the constitutional, political, and social
issues behind Reconstruction to provide a lucid and original
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account of a historical moment that left an indelible mark on
American social fabric. Award-winning historian Allen C.
Guelzo depicts Reconstruction as a "bourgeois revolution" -as the attempted extension of the free-labor ideology
embodied by Lincoln and the Republican Party to what was
perceived as a Southern region gone astray from the
Founders' intention in the pursuit of Romantic aristocracy.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
An abridged version of Reconstruction: America's Unfinished
Revolution, the definitive study of the aftermath of the Civil
War, winner of the Bancroft Prize, Avery O. Craven Prize, Los
Angeles Times Book Award, Francis Parkman Prize, and
Lionel Trilling Prize.
Drawing on a tremendous range of newspapers, memoirs,
correspondence, and published materials, the author
examines what both white and black South Carolinians
thought about the history of Reconstruction and how it
shaped the way they lived their lives in the first half of the
twentieth century.
This book enquires into the processes by which certain
contemporary women pay testimony to history. It examines
the reasons why they recreate the past, whether political,
social or artistic, and the strategies employed to establish a
comparison with the present. The focus is on authors such as
A.S. Byatt, Pat Barker, Anne Enright, Tracy Chevalier and Ali
Smith. The volume demonstrates and discusses parallels,
shifts and transformations in the writing of these authors and
in the rewriting of history in contemporary fiction by women
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authors.
The Civil War was undeniably an integral event in American
history, but for African Americans, whose personal liberties
were dependent upon its outcome, it was an especially critical
juncture. In Climbing Up to Glory, Wilbert L. Jenkins explores
this defining period in a story that documents the journey of
average African Americans as they struggled to reinvent their
lives following the abolition of slavery. In this highly readable
book, Jenkins examines the unflagging determination and
inner strength of African Americans as they sought to
construct a solid economic base for themselves and their
families by establishing their own businesses and banks and
strove to own their own land. He portrays the racial violence
and other obstacles blacks endured as they pooled meager
resources to institute and maintain their own schools and
attempted to participate in the political process. Compelling
and informative, Climbing Up to Glory is an unforgettable
tribute to a glowing period in African-American history sure to
enrich and inspire American and African-American history
enthusiasts.

Religion has been a powerful political force
throughout American history. When race enters the
mix the results have been some of our greatest
triumphs as a nation--and some of our most
shameful failures. In this important book, Mark Noll,
one of the most influential historians of American
religion writing today, traces the explosive political
effects of the religious intermingling with race. Noll
demonstrates how supporters and opponents of
slavery and segregation drew equally on the Bible to
justify the morality of their positions. He shows how a
common evangelical Page
heritage
supported Jim Crow
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discrimination and contributed powerfully to the black
theology of liberation preached by Martin Luther King
Jr. In probing such connections, Noll takes readers
from the 1830 slave revolt of Nat Turner through
Reconstruction and the long Jim Crow era, from the
civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s to
"values" voting in recent presidential elections. He
argues that the greatest transformations in American
political history, from the Civil War through the civil
rights revolution and beyond, constitute an
interconnected narrative in which opposing appeals
to Biblical truth gave rise to often-contradictory
religious and moral complexities. And he shows how
this heritage remains alive today in controversies
surrounding stem-cell research and abortion as well
as civil rights reform. God and Race in American
Politics is a panoramic history that reveals the
profound role of religion in American political history
and in American discourse on race and social
justice.
Just as Confederate naval action is commonly
overshadowed by the land battles of the Civil War,
the navy’s originator, Stephen Mallory, is often
overlooked in favor of more famous leaders. Mallory
had served as one of Florida’s U.S. senators for ten
years before becoming navy secretary in the
Confederate government, challenged to create a
valid military force where none had existed. This
biography chronicles Mallory’s formative years in
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Key West, his decades of public service, and his
declining days. It discusses his career in the United
States Senate, where he chaired the Committee for
Naval Affairs, helping to strengthen—in an ironic twist
of fate—the very navy he would later attempt to
defeat. The work also examines the challenges and
obstacles Mallory faced in creating a navy for the
South. Special attention is given to Mallory’s family
relationships. Primary sources include
autobiographical documents and archival records.
This title examines the period the following the Civil
War, in which the nation's leadership, former slaves,
and veterans of the conflict grappled with the
changes of the postwar era. Gripping narrative text,
historic photographs, and primary sources make the
book perfect for report writing. Features include a
glossary, additional resources, source notes, and an
index, plus a timeline and essential facts. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
"Christopher Columbus' voyage changed the world
forever because the era of racial slavery and
colonialism that it started built the world in the first
place. The irreversible environmental damage of
history's first planet-sized political and economic
system is responsible for our present climate crisis.
Reparations calls for us to make the world over
again: this time, justly. The project of reparations and
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racial justice in the 21st century must take climate
justice head on. The book develops arguments
about the role of racial capitalism in global politics,
addresses other views of reparations, and
summarizes perspectives on environmental racism"-The book systematically goes through the post-Civil
War laws; discuss their origins, meanings, and court
interpretations; and integrates them into a historical
narrative to highlight the legal and constitutional
issues involving Reconstruction and the black
experience and the problems of federalism, states’
rights, and civil rights.
In this vivid look at the popular culture of the era,
Browne and Kreiser examine how Americans coped
with this cataclysmic period.
A Short History of Reconstruction, Updated
EditionHarper Perennial Modern Classics
The South has been the standard focus of
Reconstruction, but reconstruction following the Civil
War was not a distinctly Southern experience. In the
post–Civil War West, American Indians also
experienced reconstruction through removal to
reservations and assimilation to Christianity, and
Latter-day Saints—Mormons—saw government
actions to force the end of polygamy under threat of
disestablishing the church. These efforts to bring
nonconformist Mormons into the American
mainstream figure in the more familiar scheme of the
federal government’s reconstruction—aimed at
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rebellious white Southerners and uncontrolled
American Indians. In this volume, more than a dozen
contributors look anew at the scope of the
reconstruction narrative and offer a unique
perspective on the history of the Latter-day Saints.
Marshaled by editors Clyde A. Milner II and Brian Q.
Cannon, these writers explore why the federal
government wanted to reconstruct Latter-day Saints,
when such efforts began, and how the initiatives
compare with what happened with white Southerners
and American Indians. Other contributions examine
the effect of the government’s policies on Mormon
identity and sense of history. Why, for example, do
Latter-day Saints not have a Lost Cause? Do they
share a resentment with American Indians over the
loss of sovereignty? And were nineteenth-century
Mormons considered to be on the “wrong” side of a
religious line, but not a “race line”? The authors
consider these and other vital questions and topics
here. Together, and in dialogue with one another,
their work suggests a new way of understanding the
regional, racial, and religious dynamics of
reconstruction—and, within this framework, a new
way of thinking about the creation of a Mormon
historical identity.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Argues that primetime television shows in the United
States tend to be exclusionary, rather than inclusive,
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because they define white characters as normative
in scripted dramas and portray blacks as peripheral
to a world defined as white.
In the South after the Civil War, segregation--and
race itself--was based on the idea that interracial sex
posed a biological threat to the white race. In this
groundbreaking book, Charles Robinson examines
how white southerners enforced antimiscegenation
laws. His findings challenge conventional wisdom,
documenting a pattern of selective prosecutions
under which interracial domestic relationships were
punished even more harshly than transient sexual
encounters.
A Short History of Cambridge University Press is an
account of the world's oldest publishing house, from
its foundation in 1584 through to the present day. It
emphasises the constitutional basis of the Press,
which is an essential part of its parent university, and
highlights the moments of crisis and change: Richard
Bentley's revival in the 1690s, the Victorian
renaissance in the 1850s, the rise of modern
university publishing, two world wars, and the crisis
of the 1970s, resolved by Geoffrey Cass's bold
reconstruction. This history brings out the unique
nature of the organisation, which is recognised as a
charity but which trades with vigour throughout the
world and now publishes over 1000 titles a year.
Michael Black, former University Publisher, is the
author of many books, including the full length
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history, Cambridge University Press, 1584â€“1984,
which he wrote for the Press's Quatercentenary in
1984.
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